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A Ghost Among the Dead
It’s as though I'm a stranger among
the familiar
A ghost among the dead
And those once filled with laughter
Are now simply filled with dread
Those that taught and those that
inspired
Are now distraught and beaten, so
tired
Those that told of the joys of life
Have taken misery as their wife
So here I stand in unknown times
Witnessing our many crimes
And wondering "will I stay true?"
To every single thing I value

Dark Cloud
The dark cloud casts a dark shadow
Across a dark world
Bringing forth its storm
And from it suffering is born
Pattern of three
It inevitably will be
Yes marvel at the parallels
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Between the dark clouds
And the dark times
The Harsh Truth
You've heard it before
But I’ll say It agaIn
Life goes on
With or without you
It does not wait for you
It does not pity you
It does not care about you
Either push yourself forward
Or wither and die
This is your choice
This the harsh truth
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Eastern Dogs
From eastern lands
From eastern shores
They come
From eastern lands
From eastern shores
They conquer
But they don't come as conquerors
Great emperors or kings
They come as animals, rats
These beast like things
And sell their cries for pity
Whilst defiling without mercy
Despicable hypocrites
They're getting thirsty
For more forbidden fruit
They will forcibly take
With complete disregard
For the lives, they will break
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Eastern Dogs II
Does it give you power?
Do you feel elite?
Do you gain satisfaction?
And the feeling you are complete?
Where in your scriptures
Are the justifications for your
behaviour?
Am I mistaken, or has there been some
erasure?
For I thought you stood for peace
I must have been naive to believe for a
single moment
That you stood for absolute peace
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Eastern Dogs III
Make no mistake
There is no generalisation here
You are a tarnishing stain
On that which abhors you
You are an embarrassment
A stark reminder of our primitiveness
You represent a dark evil
Dark intent personified
And you are audacious
Calling for freedom
When you enslave
Calling for rights
When you take them away
But remember
All dogs must put to sleep
It's just not a question of if
But a question of when
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History Lesson
As history repeats itself
Time and time again
The war within stirs again
and It’s all goIng to plan
and It’s not a serIes of random events
Nor is it by chance
It is all carefully orchestrated
Different moves, but the same old
dance
And people cry out amidst the
confusion
Not knowing which path to follow
They refuse to accept the ugly truth
And rest their beliefs on that which is
hollow
How Many Times?
How many times will I walk this walk?
How many times will I talk the talk?
How many times will I break the rules?
How many times will I join the fools?
How many times will I resent and
reject?
How many times will there be lives to
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affect?
How many times will I break off ties?
How many times will I open my eyes?
Travellers
Travellers coming from overseas
Travellers come with all their pleas
Travellers fall onto their knees
And we tell them 'yes or no'
And we tell them where they can go
And we are righteous nations, no?
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Darkness Consumes
The storm’s Coming

The never-ending storm
Capturing victims
Every minute, every hour, every day
It does not listen, it does not see
And it does not care
And its victims follow suit
Becoming the storm
Descent into Darkness

Sinking like a ship with no direction
Falling through the days, as though
They were caverns
Like a pit of despair
Swallowing reality
Distant lights cease to be
And suddenly darkness surrounds us
Swallowing hearts and all that is
good
The essence of happiness, lost
Darkness Overtakes

Hate consumes and anger overwhelms
Frustration causes sickness
And paranoia maintains a firm grip
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Hooked like a fish the victim panics
Trembling with fear of the impending
doom
As darkness overtakes the masses
The victim is swept up in the madness
Disparate Days of Decadence
The Darkest Day

Every raindrop in winter
Falling from the dark clouds
That are stalking us
These feelings of hopelessness
And our feelings of regret
Are we just a fading memory?
Caught in the circle of pity
The great test has claimed another
victim
While everybody grieves
Expressing their sudden apparent
sorrow
The last chance has come and past us
How long will these feelings last?
Peace in The East

The beast has now spoken
And all the souls that have died
Are claimed in the battle
The battle of deceived minds
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The leader a hero, a saint
Or a sinner?
This viewpoint changes regularly
This fiend is a winner
Peace in the East
We're slaying the beast
Peace in the East
We will dine with a feast
Peace in the East
When the nations collide
Peace in the East
We need to say we have tried
Legions fighting to be free
Yet despite all their efforts
They face an almost impossible fight
for liberty
Tempestuous politicians lost within
their lies
Yet every time they wake they never
truly open their eyes
Their world is built with walls of
hypocrisy
Trapped within their guise till the
ends of eternity
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Aftermath

And in one quick moment
Suddenly everybody was equal
Sharing the same fear
Suffering the same pain
Nothing left to lose, nothing left to
gain
As Mother Nature burns
Surely her children would learn?
Stated in prophecies long ago
A warning from our ancestors
The end is but a fixed period
As society crashes, so too will
Our chance to grow again
The Savior

The harvest has past us
Our summer, she has ended
We have forsaken our salvation
And we will never be saved
An age of aggression
Is most likely at hand
Foretold stories play out as planned
Behold, the lord will come with fire
To render his anger with fury
Behold, the lord will come with fire
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Destroying his elements with blind
eyes
Awaiting the savIor’s arrival
For the judgement of our afterlife
Awaiting the savIor’s arrival
We will be judged on our deeds
And suffer for our misguided strife
War is coming
War is coming
War is coming
I don't know where
I don't know when
War is coming
War is coming
The signs are here
Countdown from ten
Massacres, brutalities in every known
city
But between each person and between
each land
Who deserves the pity?
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